Asia Pacific CRISIS WATCH
1. Thailand-South Korea-US amphibious force conducts
beach assault during Cobra Gold 2018: Ships, landing craft,
and aircraft from Thailand, South Korea, and the U.S.
conducted a combined amphibious assault during Cobra
Gold 2018 on Feb. 17. USS Bonhomme Richard (LHD 6) from
US Navy, HTMS Angthong (LPD-791), HTMS Sichang (LST721), HTMS Rawi (LCU-785) from Thai Navy and ROKS
Cheon Ja Bong (LST-687) from Korean Navy have
participated in exercise. Activities in exercise range from
diving operations to disaster response coordination to a
number of civic projects. (FEB !7)
2. Malaysian Navy is shifting its force structure: The Royal
Malaysian Navy is shifting its force structure focus to
address maritime security challenges in its eastern region.
Multinational co-operation is helping reduce maritime
security risks in Malaysia’s eastern and western regions. The
Royal Malaysian Navy (RMN) is seeking the right balance
between capability and presence in its ‘15-to-5’ force
structure concept, in order to tackle maritime security ‘hot
spots’ off its eastern region. The decision to divide its fleet
between its western and eastern regions was driven by the
need to address growing maritime security challenges in
the east.
3. China Comms Center Plans: The think tank organisation,
CSIS Asia Maritime Transparency Initiative said flurry of
activity on Fiery Cross Reef in South China Sea suggests the
artificial island is becoming a communications centre for
Beijing to put its stamp on the area.
4. US Navy carrier to visit Vietnam and Pacific Partnership
Mission: The U.S. Navy has kicked off its largest multilateral
disaster-response
preparedness
mission
(Pacific
Partnership-2018). The exercise has been conducted in the
Indo-Pacific region on Feb. 23, with a U.S. Navy aircraft
carrier (Carl Vinson) scheduled to visit Vietnam in early
March. The Pacific Partnership is aimed at helping improve
disaster-response preparedness, resiliency and capacity
while enhancing partnerships with regional nations and
civilian humanitarian organizations. The mission has made
its debut in Thailand and the Pacific island of Yap.
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Assessment:
Cobra Gold is meant to improve the interoperability and strengthen relationships among participating nations. This kind
of exercise is a good opportunity to learn and exchange knowledge.
Piracy, Maritime dispute on South China Sea and the maritime disputes with Indonesia and Philippines are among the
most important maritime security problems for Malaysian Navy. To find more effective solutions to these maritime security
problems, they may shift its force structure.
The Carl Vinson’s visit to Vietnam is important since it will be the first U.S. aircraft carrier visit to Vietnam since the
Vietnam War. The exercise is also good opportunity to develop friendships and deepening partnerships across the region and
Pacific Partnership Mission prepares to enhance disaster response cooperation, strengthen ties in Indo-Asia-Pacific.
United Kingdom and Australia consider sending a war ship each into South China Sea. It shows their support to the US
freedom-of-navigation operations. It may also be a US strategy to make partner the countries (depend on maritime trade) to
the South China Sea problem.
There are approximately 200,000 US citizens in Korea. These tactical and operational exercises have been conducted
several times in a year, and this helps improve the evacuation plan, but these exercises need to be done considering the level
of risk in the event of a war in the region.
It is the first time South Korea has reached a deal to directly transmit images to other countries. Korean national
satellite “The Arirang 5”, equipped with synthetic aperture radar that provides images of 1-meter resolution, will be firstly
shared with Philippines and India. It is a great example for coordination and cooperation in region countries.
Earlier this month, US Vice-President Mike Pence attended the opening ceremony of the Winter Olympics, while North Korea
leader Kim Jong-un's sister Kim Yo-jong represented Pyongyang. It looks like a good opportunity to develop the relations
between 2 Koreas. However, majority in South Korea is not happy from Gen. Kim’s attendance to closing ceremony since he
was accused of planing attacks on Cheonan corvette which killed 46 South Korean sailors in 2010.
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British plans to transit South China Sea: A British
Royal Navy warship, Type 23 frigate HMS Sutherland,
will transit the South China Sea in March, according to
British Defense Secretary during his visit to Australia
on Tuesday, February 13, 2018. He said the transit
would assert freedom of navigation in the area, where
six different claimant states disputed various islands
and features.
Australia considers sending war ship into South
China Sea: Australian government has been involved
in giving intense consideration to conducting an
independent
Australian
freedom-of-navigation
operation in the South China Sea. Such an exercise
would contradict Beijing’s claims of sovereignty in the
South China Sea and assert the right of free passage
for international shipping.
US prepares to evacuate civilians in case of war in
Korea: The US military is working on continued
improvements to its operation plan to evacuate
American civilians in case of a war on the Korean
Peninsula. The US Forces Korea and US Army Pacific
are conducting noncombatant evacuation drills on a
regular basis to check on the strategic and tactical
aspects of the operation, such as designating places of
assembly in Korea.
South Korea will export high-resolution commercial
satellite imagery to Philippines and India: South
Korea will sell satellite pictures and radar images to
the Philippines for one year and images (no SAR) to
India for two years.
North Korea will send one of its highest ranking
General to the closing ceremony of the Winter
Olympics in Pyeongchang: Gen. Kim, Yong-Chol was
the North's intelligence chief, and is believed to have
plotted several attacks on South Korea. North Korea's
attendance at the Winter Olympics is seen as a thaw
in tense relations between the two Koreas.

Black Sea CRISIS WATCH
(11-25 FEB 18)

1. US Destroyers Visited Romanian and Bulgarian Ports:One
of the two US destroyers navigating in Black Sea, USS ROSS
(DDG-71), between 18-21 Feb. 2018, had a scheduled port
visit to Constanta, Romania. Meanwhile, the other
destroyer, USS CARNEY (DDG-64) paid a visit to Varna,
Bulgaria, between 18-22 Feb. U.S. Naval Forces EuropeAfrica's web page says: The ships operations in Black Sea
mainly aims to promote security and stability within the
region. The ships entered the Black Sea to demonstrate the
U.S. commitment to the collective defense of our NATO
allies in eastern Europe and falls under Operation Atlantic
Resolve. Consistent with that, Commanding Officer of USS
ROSS says: “As NATO allies, we stand together to ensure a
Europe that is whole, free, prosperous, and at peace.”
2. Pipelaying Commenced along TurkStream’s Black Sea
Route near Bulgarian EEZ : IPioneering Spirit pipe-laying
platform has begun installing the first line of the
TurkStream gas pipeline in the Black Sea area near the
border of the Bulgarian Exclusive Economic Zone, the
project company said in a statement on Feb. 19. TurkStream
is the project for a transit-free export gas pipeline
stretching across the Black Sea from Russia to Turkey and
further to Turkey’s border with neighboring countries. The
first line of the gas pipeline is intended for Turkish
consumers, while the second line will deliver gas to
southern and southeastern Europe. Each line will have the
throughput capacity of 15.75 billion cubic meters of gas per
year. South Stream Transport B.V., a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Gazprom (Russian state-owned gas monopol),
is responsible for the construction of the gas pipeline’s
offshore section.
3. Two American destroyers in Black Sea an US show of force
and a message Russia: Two American destroyers entered
Black Sea as of 17 Feb. A US military official told that the
decision to deploy both the Carney and the Ross to the
Black Sea was part of an effort to “desensitize Russia” to the
presence of US military forces in the Black Sea. A Europebased US defense official criticized Russia's attitude of
ownership over the Black Sea, noting that “NATO nations
have more coastline by far on the Black Sea than Russia
does, so it's certainly not a Russian lake.”
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Assessment:
By operating ships in Black Sea, U.S. not only shows its commitment for European security as NATO's motto “Steady
Presence” but also conducting a kind of Freedom of Navigation Operations (FONOPs) like the one in South China Sea.
On the other hand, Kremlin uses U.S. military presence in Black Sea as an effective tool for its inner/outer propaganda.
Inner propaganda means the one to Russian people to buy their continuing support for its policies also considering
approaching elections. The outer one is to the outside world to legitimize its actions implicating that Russia is threatened by
U.S. Just one example of this is from Dimitri Sudakov's piece in PravdaReport. “If Russia had not reunited with the Crimea,
where would it be? The US would have been the master of the Black Sea, and its warships would be as close to Russian
borders as possible.”
Besides, BH assesses that Romania’s new deposit seems to have a positive impact on both Hungary’s and EU’s energy
security and supply diversification

Russia Sees Progress in the Turkish Stream Gas
Pipeline: In 2018, Russian state-owned natural gas
monopol Gazprom has increased its estimated budget
from $6 billion to $7 billion. The increase will initially
be funded by Gazprom's own budget but eventually
be refinanced through project bonds. Back in May
2017, the company started construction of Turkish
Stream's offshore sections of the first line in the Black
Sea and Turkey granted the necessary authorizations
for the company to do so for the second line in
January 2018. The first string of the Turkish Stream
will feed into Turkish customers whereas the second
line will go to Europe despite the current EU level
objections to the pipeline. European Commission (EC)
is planning to revise EU Gas Directive. EC wants to
ensure that all new major pipelines intending to do
business in the EU to comply with the existing
framework. The new directive proposals by the EC also
include essential principles on transparency and goals
to include further competition in the gas market as
well as increasing energy supply security of the EU.
Russian Navy sent frigate and patrol boats: On
Sunday (Feb.18) Russia announced its own naval
deployments to the area, with the Russian Ministry of
Defense issuing a statement saying that a Russian
frigate, the Admiral Essen, and two patrol ships had
entered the Black Sea for a series of exercises.
ExxonMobil, OMV Petrom to Extract 6 Bln Cubic
Metres of Gas per Year from Black Sea: U.S. based
ExxonMobil and Austria based OMV Petrom will start
producing 6 billion cubic metres (bcm) of gas per year
from the Neptune block of Romania offshore Black
Sea, starting with 2020-2021. This would mean more
than half of Romania's current gas production, which
stands at around 10-11 billion cubic metres of gas per
year. On Feb.5, Romania had signed an agreement
with Hungary on gas exports. According to the
agreement, by 2020, 1.75 bcm and by 2022, 4.4 bcm
of gas from Romania’s Black Sea deposit would flow to
Hungary. Note that Hungary’s annual gas consumption
is almost 9 billion cubic meters. EU's annual gas
consumption is roughly 450 bcm and imports about
2/3 of it (ie.300 bcm). The rest is met by sources in the
EU.

Horn Of Africa CRISIS WATCH
(11-25 FEB 18)

1. Pakistan and Saudi Arabia conducted naval exercise:
Pakistan Navy and Royal Saudi Naval Forces (RSNF)
conducted joint naval exercise Naseem Al Bahr XI (NAB)
between 9 and 17 February and concluded in Saudi Arabian
waters off Al Jubail, Saudi Arabia. The exercise NAB
comprised of practical demonstrations of Fast Boat Attacks,
various formations, maneuvering drills, defence against
asymmetric attacks using fast boats, helicopter landings,
Boarding Operations, Anti Piracy and joint response to
conventional threats at sea.
2. Replenishment between UK and US Navies in the Arabian
Gulf: The United Kingdom’s Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA) Fort
Rosalie (A385) conducted a replenishment-at–sea with
aircraft carrier USS Theodore Roosevelt (CVN 71) in the
Arabian Gulf, Feb. 15.
3. Exercise Khunjar Haad conducted: The U.S. Navy, U.S.
Coast Guard, Royal Navy of Oman, United Kingdom’s Royal
Navy and French Marine Nationale conducted Exercise
Khunjar Haad. “The purpose of this exercise at sea was to
conduct multi-threat training with a multi-national task
group that operated together at sea to enhance maritime
security by strengthening our capabilities of our surface, air
and explosive ordnance disposal forces. Eleven ships from
the four partner nations participated in the exercise
Assessment:
Pakistan and Saudi Arabia would like to show the cooperation against a possible Iran threat in Persian Gulf. And they
would like to develop the interoperability in the area which is known with piracy attacks and drug trafficking.
U.K. and U.S. Navies as ally and partner counties enhance collective interoperability in the Arabian Gulf.
The current piracy level remains low during the monsoon period but the threat still exists and focused military
operations to deter pirates in key sea going areas remains a priority. Additionally, even the number of piracy incidents has
decreased in Somalia, it still continues maintaining its importance since Somalia pirates still have the capability and capacity
to carry out attacks. Piracy attacks requires more cooperation, coordination and collaboration between Task Forces,
Organizations and countries.
All waters in / off Somalia are still risky and even up to 160 nautical miles from the coast, attack has been reported. This
incident shows how BMP is important. All the ships, planing to pass through high risk area, should be encouraged to follow
the guidance of Best Management Practice.
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CTF 151 Successfully Completes Focused Counter
Piracy Operation HAMAD: CTF-151 have successfully
concluded Focused Operation HAMAD assisted by
EUNAVFOR keeping piracy suppressed in the Socotra
Gap, the Somali Coast and the Gulf of Aden.

5.

MT Leopard Sun attacked 160 nautical miles off the
central coast of Somalia: On 23rd February, the
Motor Tanker Leopard Sun was attacked by two skiffs
160 nm off the coast of Somalia. The Singapore
flagged 50,000 metric tonne chemical tanker was en
route from Oman to Cape Town when the incident
occurred. The skiffs approached the MT Leopard Sun
from the stern and fired upon her, after which the onboard Private Armed Security Team returned fire with
warning shots. The crew employed the full range of
Best Management Practices (BMP4) as well as the
actions of the embarked private armed security team.
It has been confirmed the vessel and crew are now
safe.

Mediterranean Sea CRISIS WATCH
1. Two NATO allies, Turkey and Greece have new tension
near the disputed Imia/Kardak islet: Turkish and Greek
Coastguard vessels collided near a pair of uninhabited islets
known as Imia in Greek and Kardak in Turkish, where
Turkish vessel is reportedly accused of having dangerous
maneuvers. The Turkish Foreign Ministry has denied their
ship having any mistake on the case. Greek Prime Minister
Alexis Tsipras has warned Turkey on Thursday that Greece
“will not allow, accept or tolerate any challenge to its
territorial integrity and its sovereign rights.” Greek Foreign
Minister Nikos Kotzias warned Turkey on Thursday saying
Turkey “touched the red line and in some sense crossed it.”
He also urged Ankara that the next time Greece would not
respond to subsequent aggressions peacefully. (13 FEB)
2. Excon Mobile plans to send survey vessel: The US oil giant
ExxonMobil announced that plans to send two surveying
vessels to disputed area (Block 10) regarding exclusive
economic zone around Cyprus Island despite the ongoing
tension, which also extends to the waters around Cyprus.
(16 FEB)
3. ENI intervened by Turkish Navy: Turkey’s naval blockade
near Cyprus Island continued preventing the Italian energy
company Eni from drilling in the exclusive economic zone
(there is also a great dispute on the delimitation of EEZs in
East Med) for a week already. Claudio Descalzi, Eni CEO,
says that about the situation that “It’s not really under our
control.“ The Italian government is trying to keep the level
of the crisis low with Turkey, which blocked Eni's 'Saipem
12000' exploration platform off the coast of Cyprus. But as a
precaution he ordered the Navy to move a military unit that
is part of the NATO 'Sea Guardian' mission to the Eastern
Mediterranean. The commander of the unit has received
clear orders: do not try in any way to increase the tension
with the Turkish military ships blocking the Saipem, but be
ready to offer assistance to the ship-platform and above all
coordinate with the other European military units that are
in the area, a Greek frigate and a Spanish frigate.
Moroever the EU has launched the first warning to Erdogan:
'Turkey must unequivocally commit to maintaining good
neighborly relations and avoiding any source of friction,
threat or action towards a Member State that could damage
good relations and prevent a peaceful definition. of
disputes, 'a spokeswoman said. Adding: 'The EU underlines
the need to respect the sovereignty of States also in their
maritime and air borders'.
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Assessment: The level of tension is getting higher between Turkey, Greece and Cyprus (Greek Adm), while

Turkey is dealing with Afrin Ops. It may be perceived as an opportunity to heat up the long-standing issues again
since Turkish concentration and power has been distributed in several areas. The EEZ crisis and Aegean Sea Islet
Problems have been long term issues among counterparts.
On the Turkish side, it seems to be another chance for politicians to gain domestic support among voters
using classic anti-Western claims on such issues, currently with the support of military and naval operations and
exaggerated media coverage on them.
A win-win peaceful solution can be economical based that should be blossomed by mutual understanding and
respectful common sense of respectful sides. We don’t expect a short-term solution to the overall disputes. We
foresee that the improvement will probably be frozen in a balanced way by the EU (Merkel) and US (Tillerson)
interventions setting still unless a big crackdown happens on the Turkish side during Afrin Olive Branch
Operations such as Confronting Syrian Regime Forces.
Any frustration or defeat in Afrin Ops. may ignite the current crisis in Eastern Med. and Aegean to another
dimension.

4. Turkish NAVTEX-Block 3 EEZ: Turkey renewed a Navtex
reserving an area inside the Block 3 of disputed
exclusive economic zone (EEZ) (declared by Cyprus) for
a military exercise until March 10. Greek Prime
Minister Alexis Tsipras and Cyprus President Nicos
Anastasiades held a phone conversation on 20 Feb
after this improvement. Tsipras also called the German
Chancellor Merkel. Merkel and Tsipras agreed to meet
on 23 February at the European Leaders' Summit in
Brussels. The previous notice expires on 22 Feb that
has been used as a justification not to allow the Saipem
1200 drillship chartered by Italian energy giant Eni, or
any other vessel for that matter, to approach Block 3.
Anastasiades is expected to hold an emergency
meeting with government ministers later Tuesday to
discuss Cyprus’s immediate steps. According to Skai,
Nicosia is planning to file a demarche with the UN,
while Eni is also expected to react to Turkey’s move.
5. Turkish ships impede Eni's drill vessel second
time: Skai radio said that, Four or five ships of the
Turkish navy tried to once again obstruct the Saipem
12000 drill ship of Eni, that has over the last couple of
weeks been prevented from performing its duty to
search for hydrocarbons at Block 3 off Cyprus. In a lastditch effort before departing for Morocco, the drill ship
attempted to approach the spot where it was supposed
to begin its surveying, but the Turkish ships nearly
caused a collision, that was averted in the last minute,
after issuing clear threats to the Italian vessel that it
would be sunk. Eni’s ship left the spot and started
sailing west, setting course for Morocco.( Ekathimerini)
(23 FEB)
6. Egypt holds keys to East Mediterranean gas: The
announcement on February 19th by a group of Israeli
companies that they had reached a major agreement
to export natural gas to an Egyptian private venture
starting from 2020 was just one of a cluster of recent
developments relating to the East Mediterranean gas
basin.
7. Israeli forces open fire on Palestinian fishermen off
Gaza coast, kill one: Israeli naval forces have opened
fire on a Palestinian fishing boat off the coast of the
besieged Gaza Strip, killing a fisherman and injuring
two others. Palestinian sources, said that Israeli forces
targeted the boat near the shores of Ashkelon, which is
a coastal city located 13 kilometers (8.1 miles) north of
the border with the Gaza Strip.The Gaza Strip has been
under an Israeli blockade since June 2007.

